
Group 1 - Problem Reframing

Using "How Might We" statements to reframe the problem into an opportunity statement:

Amp up the good:

Remove the bad: 

Explore the opposite: 

Question an assumption: 

Go after adjectives:

Identify unexpected resources:  

Create an analogy from context: 

Play POV against the challenge: 

Change a status quo:

How might

we...offer "thought

partners" for

advice and

mentoring in a safe

space

How might we

help alumi

apply for a

Fullbright or

similar?

..help alumni

pursue

historical

performance

practice

How might

we redefine

what we

consider

success?

How might we help

Samantha find agents/

management?

How might

we help

Samantha

build an

audience?

How might

we help her

find her

niche

how might

we...connect her to

concert organizers

and digital

performance

venues?

...connect her

to other

performers

and

collaborators

HMW...eliminate

need to take

unfulfilling work?

...eliminate

financial

barriers?

Group 1 - Empathy Mapping

Prompts & questions to consider: 

- Think about the context of the problem you're trying to solve

- Think through the lens of your persona, the user/group you're seeking to create value for

Group 2 - Problem Reframing

Using "How Might We" statements to reframe the problem into an opportunity statement:

Amp up the good:

Remove the bad: 

Explore the opposite: 

Question an assumption: 

Go after adjectives:

Identify unexpected resources:  

Create an analogy from context: 

Play POV against the challenge: 

Change a status quo:

how can we connect

her with non-musicians

who know how to start

a non-profit?

how can we amplify

the impact?

how can we connect

her with fellow alums

in the area?

how can we get her

funding?

how can we generate

other organizations'

enthusiasm to get

involved?

how can we generate

awareness/publicity?

how can we elevate

existing programs?

are we sure these

communities want

this?

how do we share

create demand for

this?

what if a program

didn't exist - what is

the negative impact

of not doing this?

how might we adapt

to the specific needs

of a community?

(problem statement):

how can Curtis help

Esther with her

endeavor?

how can we connect

her with previously

unidentified resources

that would be helpful?

what other kinds of

mentorship can we

connect her with?

(especially outside of

music)

how can Curtis foster

a network or

community for

people like Esther?

how can we provide

her with market

research/information

about the community

she wants to serve?

Group 2 - Empathy Mapping

Prompts & questions to consider: 

- Think about the context of the problem you're trying to solve

- Think through the lens of your persona, the user/group you're seeking to create value for

How will I

make this

work?

Introduction to Design Thinking Workshop

Parking Lot & Future Discussion

March 16, 2021 - Thinking Redesigned

Welcome, ground rules, expectations

Learning objectives

What is Design Thinking

Today's design challenge

Empathy mapping

Problem reframing methods

Ideation

Prioritization frameworks (dot voting exercise)

Wrap-up + Q&A

Introduction to Design Thinking

Samantha

Soloist

Female,

24, violin

Design Challenge:

Discovering new ways

for Curtis to support

alumni in the years that

follow graduation

Shea: Recent

graduate seeking

marketing and

branding support for

a solo and chamber

music portfolio of

engagements

Finding her

passion,

what drives

her

Learning to

engage with

audiences

Playing gigs,

subbing in

orchestras,

Ambitious

Despondent

Finding

chamber

music

parterns

How to create

and project an

identity online 

What kinds of

performances

are fulfilling?

I am shifting

into more

solo and

chmaber

Do you know

anyone -

connections,

mentor

Persona Empathy Map

Esther, graduated 15 years ago.

Wants to bring classical music to

rural, underserved young people

in the midwest. She's spent the

last 15 years playing viola in a

large orchestra and teaches 15

students per week. She is

married with 2 children under the

age of 10. She and her family feel

anchored to their current home in

Minnesota.

Design Challenge:

Discovering new ways

for Curtis to support

alumni in the years that

follow graduation

Kristan:

Established

alumnus seeking

to start a new

venture (nonprofit

or for-profit)

feels frustrated at

homogenous nature

of orchestra audience

thinks existing outreach

program (through the

orchestra) is not

adequate

feels hopeful

her kids are involved

with extracurricular

activities, but doesn't

feel they offer enough

enrichment

not sure where to

begin

sees a lack of

resources in rural

areas

teaches students in

rural areas

already teaching in

schools her kids attend,

sees the lack of existing

programs first hand

wants to expand her

skills and

opportunities as a

musician

"I want to be

involved, and I

want you (my

colleagues) to

be involved too"

"I want to

give back to

my

community"

"our future

audiences

depend on us to

shape them and

foster

enthusiasm"

"I want to find new

and exciting ways

to generate

interest in classical

music among

young people"

wants change
passionate

wants meaningful

connection with

colleagues

worried about future

of orchestras,

dwindling audiences

Persona Empathy Map

Who are we designing for? 

Persona Development

Group 2 - Ideation + Prioritization

Chosen How Might We statement can go here... 
Chosen How Might We statement can go here... 

Group 1 - Ideation + Prioritization

build an audience -

curtis marketing/

promoting alumni

performances 

build an

audience -

create a digital

performance

venue for alumni

build an

audience -

broadening the

audiences

Samantha can

reach 

connect to thought

partners who can

help Samantha

connect to different

markets and

audiences

create a

career

resource

center 

build audience -

definie audeinces

you really want to

reach, your

contribution as an

artist

help samantha

promote

upcoming

performances 

create a

network of

amplifiers

Develop

relationships

with other

institutions (and

industries? like

schools)

Curtis as co-

producer

archival footage -

on a streaming

platform

(audiences and

"fans" /enthsiasts

can see/hear 

use predictive/suggestions

of audience preferences to

recommend alumni

performance (if you enjoyed

X then you would enjoy y)

Alumni open

mic nights 

clearinghouse/connection

for alumni to present to

audiences/managers
how can she tap into

orchestra and

colleagues as a

starting point?

how can Curtis help

her engage with

these communities?

how can we support

alumni in learning about

entrepreneurship/starting

a business?

1. offer a course/seminar

on the subject (build on

existing offerings/make

alumni aware of existing

offerings) (i.e., coursera)

2. offer grants for

participation in

external courses on

the subject

3. connecting alumni

for mentorship

4. connecting alumni to

non-alumni/business

contacts with expertise

5. raise awareness of

available resources

1. create matching

grant to incentivize

organizations to

engage in the

opportunity

2. create a

clearinghouse to

share information

3. Curtis support for

brand awareness,

amplify the message of

what they are doing/

additional PR

1. Curtis sponsorship

of performances to

support the

organization

2. provide training

and mentorship

3. assist in gathering

information about

similar efforts of other

orchestras/orgs

Recent graduate

seeking an

orchestral career

with chamber music

and teaching in

addition to a few

solo engagements

Established

graduate seeking

professional

development in

an area outside of

music

Recent graduate

building an online

teaching studio of

students from

around the world

Competitions

Living in

large city

Seeking

managment


